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Syllabification rules versus data-driven methods in a language with low syllabic complexity: The case of Italian
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Computer Speech and Language, 2009. 23. 4, Oct, 444-463

Linguistic rules have been assumed to be the best technique for determining the syllabification of unknown words. This has recently been challenged for the English language where data-driven algorithms have been shown to outperform rule-based methods. It may be possible, however, that data-driven methods are only better for languages with complex syllable structures. In this study, three rule-based automatic syllabification systems and two data-driven automatic syllabification systems (Syllabification by Analogy and the Lookup Procedure) are compared on a language with lower syllabic complexity - Italian. Comparing the performance using a lexicon containing 44,720 words, the best data-driven algorithm (Syllabification by Analogy) achieved 97.70% word accuracy while the best rule set correctly syllabified 89.77% words. These results show that data-driven methods can also outperform rule-based methods on Italian syllabification, a language of low syllabic complexity. [Copyright Elsevier Ltd.]
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"Obscenities" are frequently confusing for learners of English as a second language, and no less so the more proficient one becomes in English. They are rarely taught in school curricula, and the contexts in which they are used, and the "strength" they contain in their native context is difficult for anyone outside that context to accurately judge. As such, "obscenities," "expletives" and "forbidden language" is often problematic in all forms of translation.

Obscene language is not standard. Some obscenities are similar across the different varieties of World English, but more often they are specific to national or regional usage. What is considered obscene will vary over time. Further, terms which would not normally be considered 'obscene' may also be used in context for an obscene effect.

The term "obscenities" refers to 'profane' or 'vulgar' or 'forbidden' or 'naughty' language, or in general the practice of 'cursing' [cussing] or using 'curse words' [cusswords]. Related words include blasphemies, taboos, epithets, slurs, and scatologies [references to excremental and toilet functions, e.g. "shit"].

It may be obvious that euphemisms are also involved in "obscene" language. Some types of specific jargon' identities (cf. 'Mobspeak: The Language of the Mafia [McLuhan] and the 'Mobspeak' Glossary) are also based largely on obscene or profane expression.

Why Study Cursing and Obscenities?

"Obscene language" has become much more common in both elite literature (cf. class examples of language of elite black literature) and the mass media (cf. the language of current black rap artists) in recent years. This presents a variety of problematic for translators and interpreters. With these, it is essential to know some of the various implications of 'profanities', as well as how they differ between variants of English such as SAE and SBE.

As examples of recent historic change, consider these examples of "obscenities" from Ernest Hemingway's The Short, Happy Life of Francis Macomber, William Styron's Sophie's Choice, and Charles Bukowski's Pulp.

Consider also the differences in the use of obscenities in TV programs such as The Sopranos, Sex and the City, Deadwood and Six Feet Under. What different meaning(s) might obscenities have in each? (These are all HBO productions, available in the U.S. only via subscription-based cable "narrowcasting.")

In more "public" contexts, there may be different considerations for 'forbidden' words, depending on why, in particular circumstances, certain terms 'should not be used' or may be perfectly acceptable. Compare, for example:

- Words banned from television and George Carlin's 7 Dirty Words; plus "X rated Words" in airline movies and the AOL Vulgarity Guide.
- Scholarly discussion of the "F-word"; vs. class problematics with obscenities at The College of William and Mary.
- November 2004 ABC controversy over the use of "fucking" in the broadcast of Saving Private Ryan, or the use of "fucking brilliant" by Barack Obama.
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Browse Publication
1. **Contact and phylogeny in Island Melanesia**  
   Dunn, Michael  
   *Lingua*, 2009, 119, 11, Nov, 1664-1678  
   This paper shows that despite evidence of structural convergence between some of the Austronesian and non-Austronesian (Papuan) languages of Island Melanesia, statistical methods can detect two independent genealogical signals derived from linguistic ...  
   [Check Your Library](#)

2. **Evidence for syntax as a signal of historical relatedness**  
   Longobardi, Giuseppe; Guarino, Cristina  
   *Lingua*, 2009, 119, 11, Nov, 1679-1706  
   ... analogous progress in the historical classification of language families, by showing that abstract syntactic properties are reliable indicators of phylogenetic relations. The pursuit of this approach radically questions the traditional belief ...  
   [Check Your Library](#)

3. **Language Classification: History and Method**  
   Eliasson, Stig (Review of: Campbell, Lyle; Poser, William)  
   [Check Your Library](#)
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0 Web Sites results found in Web Resources Related to the Social Sciences/Humanities
日期範圍：最早到 2010

Search Query #1: translation (Copy Query)
23021 Published Works results found in 多個資料庫
5922 Scholars results found in COS Scholar Universe: Social Science
337 Web Sites results found in Web Resources Related to the Social Sciences/Humanities
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检索工具: (#3 or #2)
1 Published Works 1  Scholars 3  Web Sites 0

(all) (translation) and (KW=language) and CL=(5411 or 5412 ...)

1. DENE-SINO-CAUCASIAN LANGUAGES
   Shevoroshkin, Vitaly [Ed]
   Norbert Brockmeyer, 1991
   ... First International Interdisciplinary Symposium on Language & Prehistory,
   held 8-12 Nov 1989 in Ann Arbor, Mich; & a revised 1981 manuscript listing North
   Caucasian roots. PART I - DENE-SINO-CAUCASIAN LANGUAGES - contains
   Sergei A ...
   檢視記錄 | Check Your Library
((translation) and (KW=language and CL=(5411 or 5412))) and LA=English
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[ ] 顯示字母級別索引
[ ] 顯示關聯索引
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字母順序 - 顯示主題項目清單，不指定語法性，輸入單字字元或詞彙以檢索字母順序清單。
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Linguistics Thesaurus (English)

- Transformation Rules
- Transformational Generative Grammar
  - Transformational Rules
  - Transitivity
- Translation
  - Translation Dictionaries
- Translation Instruction
- Translation Methods and Strategies
  - Translator Training
- Translators
Linguistics Thesaurus (English)

- Grammar Theories [+]  
  Added, 1992.

- Linguistic Theories [+]  
  Added, 1992.

- Autolexical Grammar  
  A nontransformational approach to generative grammar, developed by Sadock, in which modules of linguistic representation are characterized by fully autonomous rule systems and are constrained by the lexicon. 
  Added, 1992.

- Categorial Grammar  
  A set of generative phrase structure grammars for the description of logical and mathematical languages; related to logical type theory and combinational logic. 

- Construction Grammar  
  A nonderivational, monosratial, constraint-based theory of grammar by Fillmore and Kay, based on the construction as a set of conditions that license a class of constructs and may specify linear order. 

- Context Free Grammar
Linguistics Thesaurus (English)

- **Clauses**

Traditionally, the minimal syntactic unit that contains a verb, finite or nonfinite.


- **Adverbials**

Distinguish from Adverbs, as Adverbials include words, phrases, and clauses that have the syntactic functions associated with the word class of adverbs.


- **Complementizers**

In government and binding theory, a closed class of lexical items that select a finite or nonfinite clause as complement, determine its type, and are dominated by the C node and its projection CP.

Added, 1996.

- **Complements**

Generally, the obligatory features of the predicate other than the verb, including Adverbials and objects; the complement combines with the head in a close syntactic relation to form a larger constituent.

Added, 1998.

- **Conditional Clauses**

Clauses that express a condition that applies to a proposition expressed by a related clause, the complex of clauses constituting a conditional statement or "conditional."

Added, 1992.

- **Conjunctions**
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- Language Index
- Albanian
- Arabic
- Arg
- Est
- Azerb
- Bas
- Basque
- Bulgarian
- Byelorussian
- Catalan
- Chinese
- Czech
- Dan
- Danish
- Dutch
- English
- English/French
- Esperanto
- Estonian
- Filipino
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1. Relationships Between Fish Assemblage Structure and Selected Environmental Factors in Maryland’s Coastal Bays
   Love, Joseph W.; May, Eric B.

2. Growth of juvenile *cobia*, Rachycentron canadum, at three different densities in a recirculating aquaculture system
   Webb, KA; Hitzfelder, GV; Faulk, OK; Holt, GJ

   *Cobia* (Rachycentron canadum) is an excellent aquaculture candidate and culture of this species continues to develop worldwide. Current culture practices generally include larviculture and production of early juveniles on land with final...
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